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ABSTRACT
The rapid proliferation of new users and items on the social web has
aggravated the gray-sheep user/long-tail item challenge in recommender systems. Historically, cross-domain co-clustering methods
have successfully leveraged shared users and items across dense
and sparse domains to improve inference quality. However, they
rely on shared rating data and cannot scale to multiple sparse target
domains (i.e., the one-to-many transfer setting). This, combined
with the increasing adoption of neural recommender architectures,
motivates us to develop scalable neural layer-transfer approaches
for cross-domain learning. Our key intuition is to guide neural
collaborative filtering with domain-invariant components shared
across the dense and sparse domains, improving the user and item
representations learned in the sparse domains. We leverage contextual invariances across domains to develop these shared modules,
and demonstrate that with user-item interaction context, we can
learn-to-learn informative representation spaces even with sparse
interaction data. We show the effectiveness and scalability of our
approach on two public datasets and a massive transaction dataset
from Visa, a global payments technology company (19% Item Recall,
3x faster vs. training separate models for each domain). Our approach is applicable to both implicit and explicit feedback settings.
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INTRODUCTION

The focus of this paper is to learn to build expressive neural collaborative representations of users and items with sparse interaction
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data. The problem is essential: neural recommender systems are
crucial to suggest useful products, services, and content to users
online. Sparsity, or the long tail of user interaction, remains a central challenge to traditional collaborative filtering, as well as new
neural collaborative filtering (NCF) approaches [15]. Sparsity challenges have become pronounced in neural models [25] owing to
generalization and overfitting challenges, motivating us to learn-tolearn effective embedding spaces in such a scenario. Cross-domain
transfer learning is a well-studied paradigm to address sparsity
in recommendation. However, how recommendation domains are
defined plays a key role in deciding the algorithmic challenges. In
the most common pairwise cross-domain setting, we can employ
cross-domain co-clustering via shared users or items [34, 49], latent
structure alignment [11], or hybrid approaches using both [16, 38].
However, recommendation domains with limited user-item overlap are pervasive in real-world applications, such as geographic
regions with disparities in data quality and volume (e.g., restaurant
recommendation in cities vs. sparse towns). Historically, there is
limited work towards such a few-dense-source, multiple-sparse-target
setting, where entity overlap approaches are ineffective. Further,
sharing user data entails privacy concerns [10].
Simultaneously, context-aware recommendation has become an
effective alternative to traditional methods owing to the extensive
multi-modal feedback from online users [35]. Combinations of contextual predicates prove critical in learning-to-organize the user
and item latent spaces in recommendation settings. For instance,
an Italian wine restaurant is a good recommendation for a high
spending user on a weekend evening. However, it is a poor choice
for a Monday afternoon, when the user is at work. The intersection of restaurant type (an attribute), historical patterns (historical
context), and interaction time (interaction context) jointly describe
the likelihood of this interaction. Our key intuition is to infer such
behavioral invariants from a dense-source domain where we have
ample interaction histories of users with wine restaurants and apply (or adapt) these learned invariants to improve inference in
sparse-target domains. Clustering users who interact under covariant combinations of contextual predicates in different domains lets
us better incorporate their behavioral similarities, and analogously,
for the item sets as well. The user and item representations in sparse
domains can be significantly improved when we combine these
transferrable covariances.
Guiding neural representations is also a central theme in gradientbased meta-learning. Recent work [9, 28] measures the plasticity
of a base-learner via gradient feedback for few-shot adaptation to
multiple semantically similar tasks. However, the base-learner is

often constrained to simpler architectures (such as shallow neural
networks) to prevent overfitting [45] and requires multi-task gradient feedback at training time [9]. This strategy does not scale to
the embedding learning problem in NCF, especially in the many
sparse-target setting.
Instead, we propose to incorporate the core strengths of metalearning and transfer learning by defining transferrable neural
layers (or meta-layers) via contextual predicates, working in tandem with and guiding domain-specific representations. Further, we
develop a novel adaptation approach via regularized residual learning to incorporate new target domains with minimal overheads.
Only residual layers and user/item embeddings are learned in each
domain while transferring meta-layers, thus also limiting sparse
domain overfit. In summary, we make the following contributions:
Contextual invariants for disjoint domains: We identify the
shared task of learning-to-learn NCF embeddings via cross-domain
contextual invariances. We develop a novel class of pooled contextual predicates to learn descriptive representations in sparse
recommendation domains without sharing users or items.
Tackling the one-dense, many-sparse scenario: Our model
infers invariant contextual associations via user-item interactions
in the dense source domain. Unlike gradient-based meta-learning,
we do not sample all domains at train time. We show that it suffices to transfer the source layers to new target domains with an
inexpensive and effective residual adaptation strategy.
Modular Architecture for Reuse: Contextual invariants describing user-item interactions are geographically and temporally
invariant. Thus we can reuse our meta-layers while only updating
the user and item spaces with new data, unlike black-box gradient
strategies [9]. This also lets us embed new users and items without
retraining the model from scratch.
Strong Experimental Results: We demonstrate strong experimental results with transfer between dense and sparse recommendation domains in three different datasets - (Yelp Challenge
Dataset1 , Google Local Reviews2 ) for benchmarking purposes and
a large financial transaction dataset from Visa, a major global payments technology company. We demonstrate performance and scalability gains on multiple sparse target regions with low interaction
volumes and densities by leveraging a single dense source region.
We now summarize related work, formalize our problem, describe
our approach, and evaluate the proposed framework.

2

RELATED WORK

We briefly summarize a few related lines of work that apply to the
sparse inference problem in recommendation:
Sparsity-Aware Cross-Domain Transfer: Structure transfer methods regularize the user and item subspaces via principal components [27, 36], joint factorization [18, 30], shared and domainspecific cluster structure [11, 38] or combining prediction tasks [24,
42] to map user-item preference manifolds. They explicitly map
correlated cluster structures in the subspaces. Instead, co-clustering
methods use user or item overlaps as anchors for sparse domain
inference [34, 49], or auxiliary data [17, 48] or both [16]. It is hard
1 https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge
2 http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~jmcauley/datasets.html

to quantify the volume of users/items or shared content for effective transfer. Further, both overlap-based methods and pairwise
structure transfer do not scale to many sparse-targets.
Neural Layer Adaptation: A wide-array of layer-transfer and
adaptation techniques use convolutional invariants on semantically
related images [32, 44] and graphs [41]. However, unlike convolutional nets, latent collaborative representations are neither interpretable nor permutation invariant [15, 29]. Thus it is much harder
to establish principled layer-transfer methods for recommendation.
We develop our model architecture via novel contextual invariants
to enable cross-domain layer-transfer and adaptation.
Meta-Learning in Recommendation: Prior work has considered algorithm selection [4], hyper-parameter initialization [7, 8],
shared scoring functions across users [47] and meta-curriculums to
train models on related tasks [7, 26]. Across these threads, the primary challenge is scalability in the multi-domain setting. Although
generalizable, they train separate models (over users in [47]), which
can be avoided by adapting or sharing relevant components.

3

PROBLEM DEFINITION

Consider recommendation domains D = {Di } where each Di is a
tuple {UDi , VDi , TDi }, with UDi , VDi denoting the user and item
sets of Di , and interactions TDi between them. There is no overlap
between the user and item sets of any two domains Di , Dj .
In the implicit feedback setting, each interaction t ∈ TDi is a
tuple t = (u, c, v) where u ∈ UDi , v ∈ VDi and context vector
c ∈ R |C | . For the explicit feedback setting, TDi is replaced by ratings R Di , where each rating is a tuple r = (u, c, v, ruv ), with the
rating value ruv (other notations are the same). For simplicity, all
interactions in all domains have the same set of context features. In
our datasets, the context feature set C contains three different types
of context features, interactional features CI (such as time of interaction), historical features CH (such as a user’s average spend), and
attributional features CA (such as restaurant cuisine or user age).
Thus each context vector c contains these three types of features
for that interaction, i.e., c = [cI , cH , cA ].
Under implicit feedback, we rank items v ∈ VD given user
u ∈ UD and context c. In the explicit feedback scenario, we predict
rating ruv for v ∈ VD given u ∈ UD and c. Our transfer objective
is to reduce the rating or ranking error in a set of disjoint sparse
target domains {Dt } ⊂ D given the dense source domain Ds ∈ D.

4

OUR APPROACH

In this section, we describe a scalable, modular architecture to
extract pooled contextual invariants and employ them to guide the
learned user and item embedding spaces.

4.1

Modular Architecture

We achieve context-guided embedding learning via four synchronized neural modules with complementary semantic objectives:
• Context Module M 1 : Extracts contextual invariants driving user-item interactions in the dense source domain.
• Embedding Modules M 2U , M 2V : Domain-specific user
and item embedding spaces (U , V denote users and items).

• Context-conditioned Clustering Modules M 3U , M 3V :
M 3U and M 3V reorient the user and item embeddings with
the contextual invariants extracted by M 1 respectively.
• Mapping/Ranking Module M 4 : Generate interaction likelihoods with the context-conditioned representations of M 3 .

Figure 1: Our overall recommender architecture, highlighting all four modules, M 1 to M 4

Context-driven modules M 1 , M 3 , and M 4 contain the meta-layers
that are transferred from the dense to the sparse domains (i.e.,
shared or meta-modules), while M 2 contains the domain-specific
user and item representations. Our architecture provides a separation between the domain-specific M 2 module and shared contextbased transforms in the other modules (Figure 1).

4.2

Module Description

We now detail each module in our overall architecture.
4.2.1 Context Module M 1 . User-item interactions are driven by
context feature intersections that are inherently multiplicative (i.e.,
assumptions of independent feature contributions are insufficient),
and are often missed in the Naive-Bayes assumption of additive
models such as feature attention [2, 14]. Inspired by the past success
of low-rank feature pooling [2, 21], our context module extracts
low-rank multi-linear combinations of context to describe interactions and build expressive representations. The first layer in M 1
transforms context c of an interaction (u, c, v) as follows:
c2 = σ (

W2 c ⊕ (b2 ⊗ c)
|
{z
}

)

⊗

c
|{z}

(1)

Weighted linear transform Element-wise interaction

where ⊕, ⊗ denote element-wise product and sum, i.e.,
X
ci2 ∝ ci × σ (bi2 ci +
Wi2j cj )

Table 1: Modules and Learned Parameter Notations
Modules

Learned Parameters

Domain-Specific
(M 2U , M 2V )

Embeddings eu ∀u ∈ UD , ev ∀v ∈ VD
Biases (only under explicit feedback)
s, su ∀u ∈ UD , sv ∀v ∈ VD
M1
M1
M3
M 3U
M 3V
M4

Shared Modules
(M 1 , M 3 , M 4 )

(2)

j

Thus, ci2 (i t h -component of c2 ) incorporates a weighted bivariate
interaction between ci and other context factors cj , including itself.
We then repeat this transformation over multiple stacked layers
with each layer using the previous output:
cn = σ (Wn cn−1 ⊕ (bn ⊗ cn−1 )) ⊗ c

(3)

Each layer interacts n-variate terms from the previous layer with
c to form n+1-variate terms. However, since each layer has only
|C| outputs (i.e., low-rank), Wn prioritizes the most effective nvariate combinations of c (typically, a very small fraction of all
combinations is useful). We can choose the number of layers n C
depending on the required order of the final combinations cn C .
Multimodal Residuals for Discriminative Correlation Mining: In
addition to discovering the most important context combinations,
we incorporate the information gain associated with pairwise interactions of context features [46]. For instance, the item cost feature
is more informative in interactions where users deviate from their
historical spending patterns. Specifically, pairs of signals (e.g., cost
& user history) enhance or diminish each other’s impact, i.e.,
ci = ci + Σ j δ ci |cj

(4)

We simplify Equation (4) by only considering cross-modal effects
across interactional, historical and attributional context, i.e.,
δ cI |cH,cA =

sI
⊗ tanh(WIH × cH + WIA × cA + bI ) (5)
|{z}
|
{z
}

Scaling factor

Info gain/loss

eq. (3)
eq. (5)
eq. (7)
eq. (9)
eq. (9)
eq. (10)

(Wi , bi )∀i = [1, · · · , n C ]
sI , sH , sA ; WI , WH , WA
WCU , WCV
(WiU , biU )∀i = [1, · · · , n U ]
(WiV , biV )∀i = [1, · · · , n V ]
WC , bC

and likewise for δ cH , δ cA . Information gains are computed before
c2 to cascade to further layers.
4.2.2 Context Conditioned Clustering M 3 . We combine domainspecific embeddings M 2 with the context combinations extracted
by M 1 to generate context-conditioned user and item representations. Specifically, we introduce the following bilinear transforms,
nC
ef
u = eu ⊗ σ (WCU × c )

nC
ef
v = ev ⊗ σ (WCV × c )

(6)
(7)

where, WCU ∈ R |eu |×|C | , WCV ∈ R |ev |×|C | are learned parameters that map the most relevant context combinations to the user
and item embeddings. We further introduce n U feedforward RelU
layers to cluster the representations,
2
2
2
ef
f
u = σ (W U e
u + bU )
n

ef
u =

n−1
σ (WnU ef
u

+ bnU )

(8)
(9)

Analogously, we obtain context-conditioned item representations
2
nV
ef
f
with n V feedforward RelU layers.
v ,··· ,e
v
The bilinear transforms in eq. (7) introduce dimension alignment
nU
nV
for both ef
and ef
with the context output cnC . Thus, when
u
v
3
1
M and M layers are transferred to a sparse target domain, we
can directly backpropagate to guide the target domain user and
item embeddings with the target domain interactions.

4.3

Source Domain Training Algorithm

In the source domain, we train all modules and parameters (Table 1)
with ADAM optimization [22] and dropout regularization [43].
4.3.1 Self-paced Curriculum via Contextual Novelty. Focusing on
harder data samples accelerates and stabilizes stochastic gradients
[3, 33]. Since our learning process is grounded on context, novel
interactions display uncommon or interesting context combinations.
Let L (u,c,v ) denote the loss function for an interaction (u, c, v). We
propose an inverse novelty measure referred as the context-bias,
s c , which is self-paced by the context combinations learned by M 1
in Equation (3),
s c = wC · cnC + bC
(10)
We then attenuate the loss L (u,c,v ) for this interaction as,
′

L (u,c,v ) = L (u,c,v ) − s c

(11)

We now detail our approach to transfer the shared modules from
the source domain to sparse target domains.

5

Our formulation enables us to train the shared modules (M 1 )S , (M 3 )S
and (M 4 )S on a dense source domain S, and transfer them to a
sparse target domain T to guide its embedding module (M 2 )T .
Each shared module M encodes inputs x M to generate output
representations y M . In each domain T, module (M)T determines
the joint input-output distribution,
pT (y M , x M ) = pT (y M |x M ) × pT (x M )

4.3.2 Ranking our Recommendations. In the implicit feedback setting, predicted likelihood ŝ (u,c,v ) is computed with the contextconditioned embeddings (Equation (9)) and context-bias (Equation (11)) as,
nU
nV
ŝ (u,c,v ) = ef
· ef
+ sc
(12)
u
v
The loss for all the possible user-item-context combinations in
domain D is,
X X X
LD =
||I (u,c,v ) − ŝ (u,c,v ) || 2
(13)
u ∈UD v ∈VD c∈R |c|

where I is the binary indicator (u, c, v) ∈ TD . LD is intractable due
to the large number of contexts c ∈ R |c | . We develop a negative
sampling approximation for implicit feedback with two learning
objectives - identify the likely item given the user and interaction
context, and identify the likely context given the user and the item.
We thus construct two negative samples for each (u, c, v) ∈ TD at
random: Item negative with the true context, (u, c, v − ) and context
negative with the true item, (u, c− , v). LD then simplifies to,
X
X
X
LD =
||1 − ŝ (u,c,v ) || 2 +
||ŝ (u,c,v − ) || +
||ŝ (u,c−,v ) ||
TD

(u,c,v − )

(u,c−,v )

(14)
In the explcit feedback setting, we introduce two additional bias
terms, one for each user, su and one for each item, sv . These terms
account for user and item rating eccentricities (e.g., users who
always rate well), so that the embeddings are updated with the
relative rating differences. Finally, global bias s accounts for the
rating scale, e.g., 0-5 vs. 0-10. Thus the predicted rating is given as,
nV
nU
rˆ(u,c,v ) = ef
· ef
+ s c + s u + sv + s
v
u

(15)

Negative samples are not required in the explicit feedback setting,
X
expl icit
LD
=
||ruv − rˆ(u,c,v ) || 2
(16)
(u,c,v,ruv ) ∈R D

(17)

where the parameters of (M)T determine the conditional pT (y M |x M )
and pT (x M ) describes the inputs to module (M)T in domain T.
Adaptation: There are two broad strategies to adapt module M
to a new target domain T:

′

The resulting novelty loss L (u,c,v ) decorrelates interactions [5,
19] by emulating variance-reduction in the n-variate pooled space
′
of cnC . L (u,c,v ) determines the user and item embedding spaces,
inducing a novelty-weighted training curriculum focused on harder
samples as training proceeds. We now describe loss L (u,c,v ) for
the explicit and implicit feedback scenarios.

TRANSFER TO TARGET DOMAINS

• Parameter Adaptation: We can retrain the parameters of
module M for target domain T thus effectively changing the
conditional pT (y M |x M ) in eq. (17), or,
• Input Adaptation: Modify the input distribution pT (x M )
in each domain T without altering the parameters of M.
We now explore module transfer with both types of adaptation
strategies towards achieving three key objectives. First, the transferred modules must be optimized to be effective on each target
domain T. Second, we aim to minimize the computational costs
of adapting to new domains by maximizing the reuse of module
parameters between the source S and target domains T. Finally, we
must take care to avoid overfitting the transferred modules to the
samples in the sparse target domain T.

5.1

Direct Layer-Transfer

We first train all four modules on the source S and each target
domain T in isolation. We denote these pre-trained modules as
(M i )S and (M i )T for source domain S and a target domains T respectively. We then replace the shared modules in all the target domain models with the source-trained version, i.e., (M 1 )T = (M 1 )S ,
(M 3 )T = (M 3 )S , (M 4 )T = (M 4 )S , while the domain-specific embeddings (M 2 )T are not changed in the target domains. Clearly,
direct layer-transfer involves no overhead and trivially prevents
overfitting. However, we need to adapt the transferred modules for
optimal target performance, i.e., either adapt the parameters or the
input distributions for the transferred modules in each target T. We
now develop these adaptation strategies building on layer-transfer.

5.2

Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing is a stochastic local-search algorithm, that
implicitly thresholds parameter variations in the gradient space by
decaying the gradient learning rates [23]. As a simple and effective
adaptation strategy, we anneal each transferred module M in the
target domain T with exponentially decaying learning rates to
stochastically prevent overfitting:
∂Lb
(m)b+1 = (m)b + ηb
, ηb = η 0e −λb
(18)
∂m
where m denotes any parameter of transferred module M (Table 1),
b is the stochastic gradient batch index in the target domain and Lb
is the batch loss for batch b. Our annealing strategy stochastically

Table 2: Comparing the objectives in Section 5 addressed by our meta-transfer approaches for sparse target domains
Adaptation Method

Target Adaptation

Resists Overfitting

Extra compute per target

Extra parameters per target

Layer-Transfer
Simulated Annealing
Regularized Residuals

No adaptation
Yes, module params
Yes, module inputs

Yes, trivially
Yes, stochastic
Yes, via distributional
consistency

None
All parameter updates
Residual layer updates with
distributional regularization

None, module params reused
All module params ( Table 1)
Residual layer parameters

generates a robust parameter search schedule for transferred modules M 1 , M 3 , M 4 , with ηb decaying to zero after one annealing
epoch. While annealing the transferred modules, domain-specific
module M 2 is updated with the full learning rate η 0 . Clearly, annealing modifies the conditional pT (y M |x M ) in eq. (17) via parameter
adaptation. However, annealing transferred modules in each target
domain is somewhat expensive, and the annealed parameters are
not shareable, thus causing scalability limitations in the one-tomany transfer scenario. We now develop a lightweight residual
adaptation strategy to achieve input adaptation without modifying
any shared module parameters in the target domains to overcome
the above scalability challenges.

5.3

Distributionally Regularized Residuals

We now develop an approach to reuse the source modules with
target-specific input adaptation, thus addressing the scalability
concerns of parameter adaptation methods.
5.3.1 Enabling Module Reuse with Residual Input Adaptation. In
eq. (17), module M implements the conditional p(y M |x M ). To
maximize parameter reuse, we share these modules across the
source and target domains (i.e., pT (y M |x M ) = pS (y M |x M )) and
introduce target-specific residual perturbations to account for their
eccentricities [31] by modifying the input distributions pT (x M ).
Target-specific input adaptation overcomes the need for an expensive end-to-end parameter search. Our adaptation problem thus
reduces to learning an input modifier for each target domain T
and shared module M ∈ [M 1 , M 3 , M 4 ], i.e., for each M, T. Residual transformations enable the flow of information between layers
without the gradient attenuation of inserting new non-linear layers, resulting in numerous optimization advantages [12]. Given the
module-input x M to the shared module M in target domain T, we
learn a module and target specific residual transform:
x M = x M + δ M,T (x M )

(19)

The form of the residual function δ is flexible. We chose a single
non-linear residual layer, δ (x) = tanh(Wx + b). We can intuitively
balance the complexity and number of such residual layers. Note
that the above residual strategy involves learning the δ M,T layers
with feedback from only the sparse target domain samples. To avoid
overfitting, we need a scalable regularization strategy to regularize
pT (xM ) in each target domain. We propose to leverage the source
input distribution as a common baseline for all the target domains,
i.e., intuitively, pS (xM ) provides a common center for each pT (xM )
in the different target domains. This effectively anchors the residual
functions and prevents overfitting to noisy samples.
5.3.2 Scalable Distributional Regularization for Residual Learning.
Learning pairwise regularizers between each pT (xM ) and the source
input distribution pS (xM ) is not a scalable solution. Instead we
train a universal regularizer for each module M on the source

pS (x M ), and apply this pre-trained regularizer when we fit the
residual layers δ M,T in each target domain. Our key intuition is
to treat the regularizer for the inputs of each module M as a oneclass decision-boundary [40], described by the dense regions in
the source domain, i.e., pS (x M ). Unlike adversarial models that
are trained with both the source and target distributions [39], we
propose a novel approach to learn distributional input regularizers
for the shared modules with just the source domain inputs. For
each shared module, the learned regularizer anticipates hard inputs
across the target domains without accessing the actual samples.
We introduce a variational encoder E M with RelU layers to map
inputs x M ∼ pS (x M ) to a lower-dimensional reference distribution N(0, I) [6]. Simultaneously, we add poisoning model PM to
generate sample-adaptive noise PM (x M ) to generate poisoned
samples H
x M = x M + PM (x M ) with the source domain inputs
x M ∼ pS (x M ). We define the encoder loss to train E M as follows:
L EM = D(p(E M (x M )) ∥ N(0, I)) − D(p(E M (H
x M )) ∥ N(0, I))
(20)
where D(p ∥ q) denotes the KL-Divergence of distributions p and
q. The above loss enables E M to separate the true and poisoned
samples across the N(0, I) hypersphere in its encoded space. Since
E M (x M ) involves a stochastic sampling step, gradients can be
estimated with a reparametrization trick using random samples to
eliminate stochasticity in the loss L EM [6]. Conversely, the loss for
our poisoning model PM is given by,
L PM = D(p(E M (xg
M ∥ N(0, I)) − log ||PM (x M )||

(21)

Note the first term in Equation (21) attempts to confuse E M into
encoding poisoned examples xg
M = x M + PM (x M ) in the reference distribution, while the second term prevents the degenerate
solution PM (x M ) = 0. Equation (20) and Equation (21) are alternatingly optimized, learning sharper decision boundaries as training
proceeds. With the above alternating optimization, we pre-train the
encoders E M for the three shared modules on the source domain
S. We now describe how we use these encoders to regularize the
residual layers δ M,T in each target domain T.
5.3.3 Distributionally-Regularized Target Loss. For each target domain T, we learn three residual layers for the module inputs c2 , ef
u
nU
V
U
and ef
f
,
v for M 1 , M 3 , M 3 respectively. The inputs to M 4 , e
u
nV
ef
are not adapted. Thus, we learn three variational encoders
v
in the source domain as described in Section 5.3.2, EC , E U and
E V for c2 , ef
f
u and e
v respectively. Consider target interactions
(u, c, v) ∈ TT . In the absence of distributional regularization, the
loss is identical to the first term in Equation (14). However, we now
apply regularizers to c2 , ef
f
u, e
v:
r eд

LT

T

= L TT + D(pT (E U (f
eu )) ∥ N(0, I))+
D(pT (E V (f
ev )) ∥ N(0, I)) + D(pT (EC (c2 )) ∥ N(0, I))

(22)

Again, the gradients can be estimated with the reparametrization
trick on the stochastic KL-divergence terms[6] as in Section 5.3.2.
r eд
The residual layers are then updated as in Section 4.3 with L T
T
replacing the first term in Equation (14).

6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present experimental analyses on diverse multidomain recommendation datasets and show two key results. First,
when we adapt modules trained on a rich source domain to the
sparse target domains, we significantly reduce the computational
costs and improve performance in comparison to learning directly
on the sparse domains. Second, our model is comparable to state-ofthe-art baselines when trained on a single domain without transfer.

6.1

Datasets and Baselines

We evaluate our recommendation model both with and without
module transfer over the publicly available Yelp3 and Google Local
Reviews4 datasets for benchmarking purposes. Reviews are split
across U.S and Canadian states in these datasets. We treat each state
as a separate recommendation domain for training and transfer
purposes. There is no user or item overlap across the states (recommendation domains) in any of our datasets. We repeat our experiments with a large-scale restaurant transaction dataset obtained
from Visa (referred to as FT-Data), also split across U.S. states.
Google Local Reviews Dataset (Explicit feedback)5 [13, 37]:
Users rate businesses on a 0-5 scale with temporal, spatial, and textual context available for each review. We also infer additional
context features - users’ preferred locations on weekdays and weekends, spatial patterns and preferred product categories.
Yelp Challenge Dataset (Explicit feedback) 6 : Users rate restaurants on a 0-5 scale, reviews include similar context features as
the Google Local dataset. Further, user check-ins and restaurant
attributes (e.g., accepts-cards) are available.
3 https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge
4 http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~jmcauley/datasets.html

Dataset

State

Users

Items

Interactions

S Bay-Area CA
FT-Data T1 Arkansas
|C| = 220 T2 Kansas
T3 New-Mexico
T4 Iowa

1.20 m
0.40 m
0.35 m
0.32 m
0.30 m

8.90 k
3.10 k
2.90 k
2.80 k
3.00 k

25.0 m
5.20 m
5.10 m
6.20 m
4.80 m

S
Yelp
T1
|C| = 120 T2
T3

10.3 k
5.10 k
1.80 k
0.60 k

5.5 k
3.5 k
1.05 k
0.40 k

170 k
55.0 k
23.0 k
6.20 k

46 k
10 k
7.0 k
5.4 k

28 k
5.7 k
4.0 k
3.2 k

320 k
51.0 k
29.0 k
23.0 k

Pennsylvania
Alberta, Canada
Illinois
S.Carolina

Google S California
Local
T1 Colorado
|C| = 90 T2 Michigan
T3 Ohio

Table 3: Source and Target statistics for each of our datasets.
Source states denoted S have more interactions and interaction density per user than target states denoted Ti .

FT-Data (Implicit feedback): Contains the credit/debit card
payments of users to restaurants in the U.S, with spatial, temporal,
financial context features, and inferred transaction attributes. We
leverage transaction histories also to infer user spending habits,
restaurant popularity, peak hours, and tipping patterns.
In each dataset, we extract the same context features for every state
with state-wise normalization, either with min-max normalization
or quantile binning. We retain users and items with three or more
reviews in the Google Local dataset and ten or more reviews in
the Yelp dataset. In FT-Data, we retain users and restaurants with
over ten, twenty transactions, respectively, over three months. In
each dataset, we choose a dense state with ample data as the source
domain where all modules are trained, and multiple sparse states
as target domains for module transfer from the source.
6.1.1 Source to Target Module Transfer. We evaluate the performance gains obtained when we transfer or adapt modules M 1 , M 3
and M 4 from the source state to each target state, in comparison
to training all four modules directly on the target. We also compare
target domain gains with state-of-the-art meta-learning baselines:
LWA [47]: Learns a shared meta-model across all domains, with a
user-specific linear component.
NLBA [47]: Replaces LWA’s linear component with a neural network with user-specific layer biases.
s2 -Meta [7]: Develops a meta-learner to instantiate and train recommender models for each scenario. In our datasets, scenarios are
the different states.
Direct Layer-Transfer (Our Variant): Transfers source-trained
meta-modules to the target-trained models as in Section 5.1.
Anneal (Our Variant): We apply simulated annealing to adapt
the transferred meta-modules to the target as in Section 5.2.
DRR - Distributionally Regularized Residuals: (Our Main Approach) Adapts the inputs of each transferred module with separate
residual layers in each target state. (Section 5.3).
6.1.2 Single Domain Recommendation Performance. We also evaluate the performance of our models independently without transfer
on the source and target states in each dataset. We compare with
the following state-of-the-art recommendation baselines:
NCF [15]: State-of-the-art non context-aware model for comparisons and context validation.
CAMF-C [1]: Augments Matrix Factorization to incorporate a
context-bias term for item latent factors. This version assumes a
fixed bias for a given context feature for all items.
CAMF [1]: CAMF-C with separate context bias values for each
item. We use this version for comparisons.
MTF [20]: Obtains latent representations via decomposition of
the User-Item-Context tensor. This model scales very poorly with
the size of the context vector.
NFM [14]: Employs a bilinear interaction model applied to the
context features of each interaction for representation.
AFM [50]: Incorporates an attention mechanism to reweight
the bilinear pooled factors in the NFM model. Scales poorly with
the number of pooled contextual factors.
AIN [35]: Reweights the interactions of user and item representations with each contextual factor via attention.

MMT-Net (Our Main Approach): We refer to our model with
all four modules as Multi-Linear Module Transfer Network (MMTNet).
FMT-Net (Our Variant): We replace M 1 s layers with feedforward RelU layers to demonstrate the importance of multiplicative
context invariants.
MMT-Net Multimodal (Our Variant): MMT-Net with the
information-gain terms described in Equation (5). Only applied to
FT-Data due to lack of interactional features in other datasets.
6.1.3 Experiment Setup. We tune each baseline in parameter ranges
centered at the author provided values for each dataset and set all
embedding dimensions to 200 for uniformity. We split each state in
each dataset into training (80%), validation (10%), and test (10%) sets
for training, tuning, and testing purposes. For the implicit feedback
setting in FT-Data, we adopt the standard negative-sample evaluation [15] and draw one-hundred negatives per positive, equally
split between item and context negatives similar to the training
process in Section 4.3. We then evaluate the average Hit-Rate@K
(H@K) metric for K = 1, 5 in Table 8, indicating if the positive
sample was ranked highly among the negative samples. For the
explicit feedback setting in the other two datasets, we follow the
standard RMSE and MAE metrics in Table 7 [1, 35] (no negative
samples required). All models were implemented with Tensorflow
and tested on a Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU.
Table 4: Comparing aspects addressed by baseline recommendation models against our proposed MMT-Net approach
Bi-Linear
Pooling

Multi-Linear
Pooling

Low- Factor Θ(Context)
Rank Weights

Yes
Yes
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Linear
Quadratic
Linear
Linear

MMT Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Linear

NFM
AFM
AIN
FMT

6.2

Module Transfer to Sparse Target States

We evaluate module transfer methods by the percentage improvements in the Hit-Rate@1 for the implicit feedback setting in FTData (Table 5), or the drop in RMSE (Table 6) for the explicit feedback datasets when we transfer the M 1 , M 3 and M 4 modules
from the source state rather than training all four modules from
scratch on that target domain. Similarly, meta-learning baselines
were evaluated by comparing their joint meta-model performance
on the target state against our model trained only on that state. The
Dataset

Direct Anneal DRR
%H@1 %H@1

T1
T2
FT-Data
T3
T4

2%
0%
3%
-1%

19%
16%
18%
14%

LWA

NLBA s2 -Meta

%H@1 %H@1 %H@1 %H@1

18%
16%
18%
12%

6%
8%
6%
11%

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Table 5: Percentage improvements (% Hit-Rate@1) on FTData target states with module transfer approaches and
meta-learning baselines against training all modules on the
target state directly as in Table 8.

Table 6: Percentage RMSE improvements on the Yelp and
Google Local target states with module transfer approaches
and meta-learning baselines against training all modules on
the target state directly as in Table 7.
Dataset

Direct Anneal DRR

LWA

NLBA s2 -Meta

%RMSE %RMSE %RMSE %RMSE %RMSE %RMSE

Yelp
Google
Local

T1
T2
T3

-2.2%
-2.6%
0.8%

7.7%
9.0%
8.5%

7.2%
7.9%
8.1%

2.6%
1.8%
0.3%

4.1%
3.6%
5.3%

3.7%
3.1%
1.8%

T1
T2
T3

-1.2%
-1.7%
-2.0%

11.2%
12.1%
9.6%

11.0%
10.9%
8.8%

3.3%
4.6%
2.4%

4.3%
4.9%
6.3%

3.1%
2.8%
3.9%

performance numbers for training our model on each target state
without transfer are recorded in Table 7, Table 8. We could not scale
the NLBA, LWA and s2 -Meta approaches to FT-Data owing to the
costs of training the meta-models on all users combined across the
source and multiple target domains. In Table 6, we demonstrate
the percentage reduction in RMSE with module transfer for Google
Local, Yelp, and in Table 5, we demonstrate significant improvements in the hit-rates for FT-Data. We start with an analysis of the
training process for module transfer with simulated annealing and
DRR adaptation.
Transfer Details: On each target state in each dataset, all four
modules of our MMT-Net model are pretrained over two gradient
epochs on the target samples. The layers in modules M 1 , M 3 and
M 4 are then replaced with those trained on the source state, while
retaining module M 2 without any changes (in our experiments
M 2 just contains user and item embeddings, but could also include
neural layers if required). This is then followed by either simulated
annealing or DRR adaptation of the transferred modules. We analyze the training loss curves in Section 6.4.2 to better understand
the fast adaptation of the transferred modules.
Invariant Quality: A surprising result was the similar performance of direct layer-transfer with no adaptation to training all
modules on the target state from scratch (Table 6). The transferred
source state modules were directly applicable to the target state
embeddings. This helps us validate the generalizability of contextbased modules across independently trained state models even with
no user or item overlap.
Computational Gains: We also plot the total training times
including pretraining for DRR and annealing against the total number of target state interactions in Figure 5. On the target states,
module transfer is 3x faster then training all the modules from
scratch. On the whole, there is a significant reduction in the overall
training time and computational effort in the one-to-many setting.
Simulated annealing and DRR adaptation converge in fewer epochs
when applied to the pre-trained target model, and outperform the
target-trained model by significant margins (Table 6). These computational gains potentially enable a finer target domain granularity
(e.g., adapt to towns or counties rather than states).

6.3

Single Domain Recommendation

6.3.1 Comparative Analysis. We draw attention to the most relevant features of the baselines and our variants in Table 4. We highlight our key observations from the experimental results obtained

Table 7: We evaluate recommendation performance on each state (no transfer) with RMSE, MAE metrics for explicit feedback
against the ground-truth ratings. Metrics were averaged over five runs, ∗ indicates statistical significance (paired t-test, p=0.05).
On average, models incorporating both pooling and reweighting in Table 4 exhibit significant relative gains (i.e., AFM, MMT).
Dataset

Yelp

Google
Local

State

CAMF [1]

MTF [20]

NCF [15]

NFM [14]

FT-Data

AIN [35]

FMT-Net

MMT-Net

MAE

RMS

MAE

RMS

MAE

RMS

MAE

RMS

MAE

RMS

MAE

RMS

MAE

RMS

MAE

S

1.21

0.94

1.13

0.87

1.18

1.04

1.02

0.83

0.96

0.78

0.98

0.75

1.02

0.76

0.94

0.73

T1
T2
T3

1.56
1.33
1.49

1.20
1.04
1.13

1.41
1.36
1.50

1.12
0.98
1.08

1.39
1.26
1.35

0.99
1.02
1.08

1.29
1.19
1.31

1.01
1.05
0.96

1.27 0.94
1.16 0.90
1.20* 0.93

1.36
1.17
1.25

0.91
0.95
0.98

1.34
1.15
1.29

0.95
0.98
1.02

1.24* 0.88*
1.13* 0.91
1.20* 0.89*

S

1.36

1.01

1.21

0.90

1.04

0.89

0.80

0.73

0.77

0.63

0.85

0.64

0.91

0.68

0.77

T1
T2
T3

1.49
1.37
1.39

1.20
1.16
1.23

1.38
1.31
1.20

1.14
1.20
1.07

1.27
1.36
1.19

1.05
1.17
0.98

1.10
1.21
1.13

0.99
1.05
0.92

0.94 0.85
1.14* 0.98
1.09 0.91

1.22
1.19
1.08

0.90
1.01
0.94

1.31
1.28
1.14

0.96
1.07
0.98

0.89 0.76*
1.16 0.93*
1.02* 0.85*

6.4

with the baseline recommenders and our FMT-Net and MMT-Net
variants (Table 8, Table 7). Note that methods with some form of
context pooling significantly outperform those without pooled factors, indicating the importance of multi-linear model expressivity
to handle interaction context.
We note that AFM performs competitively owing to its ability to
reweight terms, similar to our approach (Table 7), but fails to scale
to the larger FT-Data. NFM is linear with context size owing to a
simple algebraic re-organization, and thus scales to FT-Data, however losing the ability to reweight pairwise context product terms
[14]. Also note the differences between our FMT and MMT variants,
demonstrating the importance of the pooled multi-linear formulation for the contextual invariants. These performance differences
are more pronounced in the implicit feedback setting (Table 8). This
can be attributed to the greater relevance of transaction context
(e.g., transactions provide accurate temporal features while review
time is a proxy to the actual visit) and more context features in
FT-Data vs. Google Local and Yelp (220 vs. 90,120 respectively),
magnifying the importance of feature pooling for FT-Data.
The lack of pooled feature expressivity in the FMT-Net model
impacts the training process as seen in Figure 4, demonstrating the
importance of context intersection. The NFM and MMT models
converge faster to a smaller Train-RMSE in Figure 4 and outperform
FMT on the test data (Table 8, Table 7). We also observe models
incorporating pooled factors to outperform the inherently linear
attention-based AIN model, although the performance gap is less
pronounced in the smaller review datasets (Table 7). We now qualitatively analyze our results to interpret module adaptation.

Dataset

AFM [50]

RMS

State

NCF [15]

NFM [14]

0.64

Qualitative Analysis

We analyze our approach from the shared module training and
convergence perspective for the different adaptation methods. We
observe consistent trends across the direct layer-transfer, annealing,
and DRR adaptation approaches.
6.4.1 Training without Context-Bias. To understand the importance of decorrelating training samples in the training process, we
repeat the performance analysis on our MMT-Net model with and
without the adaptive context-bias term in the training objective in
Section 4.3. We observe a 15% performance drop across the Yelp and
Google Local datasets, although this does not reflect in the TrainRMSE convergence (Figure 2) of the two variations. In the absence
of context-bias, the model overfits uninformative transactions to
the user and item bias terms (su , sv ) in Equation (15), Equation (16)
and thus achieves comparable Train-RMSE values. However, the
overfit user and item terms are not generalizable, resulting in the
observed drop in test performance.
6.4.2 Model Training and Convergence Analysis. We compare the
Train-RMSE convergence for the MMT-Net model fitted from scratch
to the Google Local target state, Colorado (T1 ) vs. the training curve
under DRR and annealing adaptation with two pretraining epochs
on the target state in Figure 3. Clearly, the target-trained model
takes significantly longer to converge to a stable Train-RMSE in
comparison to the Anneal and DRR adaptation. Although the final
Train-RMSE is comparable (Figure 5), there is a significant performance difference between the two approaches on the test dataset,

CAMF
[1]

MTF
[20]

H@1

H@5

H@1

H@5

AFM
[50]

H@1

AIN [35]
H@5

H@1

FMT-Net
H@5

H@1

MMT-Net
H@5

H@1

MMT-m
H@5

S

x

x

0.42

0.77

0.52

0.91

x

0.44

0.89

0.37

0.76

0.56*

0.94

0.56*

0.93

T1
T2
T3
T4

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

0.36
0.25
0.26
0.29

0.71
0.64
0.70
0.72

0.41
0.30
0.31
0.32

0.83
0.77
0.78
0.74

x
x
x
x

0.34
0.30
0.29
0.32

0.76
0.72
0.74
0.78

0.32
0.26
0.28
0.21

0.75
0.72
0.74
0.69

0.45
0.34*
0.33
0.37

0.84
0.79
0.82*
0.80

0.47*
0.34*
0.34
0.38

0.86*
0.77
0.80
0.83*

Table 8: We evaluate recommendation performance on each state (no transfer) with the H@1, 5 metrics for implicit feedback
in FT-Data. Metrics were averaged over five runs, * indicates statistical significance (paired t-test, p=0.05). On average, featurepooling methods AFM, NFM and MMT outperform additive models AIN, FMT. x indicates timed-out or memory limit exceeded.

Performance = Train-RMSE

1.1

Train Time (s)

MMT with Context-Bias
MMT without Context-Bias

1.0

Train RMSE

Performance = (s)

5000

0.9
0.8
0.7

0

2

4

6

Training Epoch

8

as observed in Table 6. Training loss convergence alone is not indicative of the final model performance; the target-only training
method observes lower Train-RMSE by overfitting to the sparse
data. We also compare the Train-RMSE convergence for targettrained models with and without pooled context factors (MMT-Net,
NFM vs. FMT-Net) in Figure 4. We observe the NFM, MMT-Net
models to converge faster to a better optimization minima than
FMT-Net. This also reflects in their test performance in Table 8.

Scalability and Robustness Analysis

We demonstrate the scalability of meta-transfer with the number
of transactions in the target domain in Figure 5 against training
separate models. Our previous observations in Section 6.2 validate
the ability of our approach to scale deeper architectures to a large
number of target domains while also enabling a finer resolution
for the selection of target domains. Towards tackling incomplete
data, we also evaluated the robustness of the shared context layers
Performance = Train-RMSE

1.4

Target-Trained
2 Epoch Pre-train + Anneal
2 Epoch Pre-train + DRR

1.2

Train RMSE

2000

10

Figure 2: MMT-Net trained with & without context-bias
(Equation (11)) on the Google Local source exhibits similar
Train-RMSE, but registers > 10% drop in test performance.

1.0
0.8

1

2

3

4

5

Millions of Interactions (Density = 10 per user)

Figure 5: MMT-Net training duration with and without module transfer vs. target domain interaction volume
by randomly dropping up to 20% of the context features in each
interaction at train and test time for both, the source and target
states in Table 9.
Table 9: MMT-Net performance degradation was measured
by the decrease in H@1 or increase in RMSE, averaged over
target states with random context feature dropout
Context Drop

5%

10%

15%

20%

FT-Data
Google Local
Yelp

1.1%
3.9%
1.8%

2.6%
4.2%
3.2%

4.1%
7.0%
5.4%

6.0%
8.8%
7.3%

6.6

Limitations and Discussion

We identify a few fundamental limitations of our model. While our
approach presents a scalable and effective solution to bridge the
weaknesses of gradient-based meta learning and co-clustering via
user or item overlaps, contextual invariants do not extend to coldstart users or items. Second, our model does not trivially extend to
the case where a significant number of users or items are shared
across recommendation domains. We separate the embeddings and
learn-to-learn aspect which improves modularity, but prevents direct reuse of representations across domains, since only the transformation layers are shared. Depending on the application, context
features could potentially be filtered to enhance social inference
and prevent loss of diversity in the generated recommendations.

7

0.6

CONCLUSION

0.8

This paper proposes a novel approach to address the sparsity problem in the cross-domain setting. We leverage the strengths of metatransfer learning, grounded on an expressive context pooling strategy to learn effective invariants. Our approach is highly scalable
in the one-to-many setting, incurs minimal costs to accommodate
new sparse target domains, and significantly outperforms competing methods in our experimental results. A few interesting future
directions include updating representation with streaming data and
incorporating knowledge priors on expected behavior patterns (e.g.,
if we knew what combinations of context are more likely to dictate
interactions) to benefit the learned context transformation space.
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